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1. Introduction

Estimation of the magnitude of the unsteady pressure loads on components inside a

reactor steam dome is complicated by the environment in the dome itself. It is desirable

to develop a loads transfer methodology to infer the fluctuating pressure field from

existing in-plant measurement transducers, provided that it can be demonstrated that the

methodology (algorithm) is robust and accurate. This report documents an algorithm that

uses well-established analytical methods to compute the unsteady pressure loading in the

steam dome using several simultaneous measurements of pressure in the steam supply

system. The model is validated with data taken in the Quad Cities Unit 2 plant by

comparing predictions of the fluctuating pressure at a location in the B main steam line

with inferred data hoop stress pressure measurements.
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2. Observations and Scaling Considerations

Previous analysis of main steam line pressure data [1-3] indicates the presence of

discrete frequencies, which suggests that deterministic mechanisms are active in the

steam delivery system. Furthermore, these mechanisms are power/flow rate sensitive.

Most flow-induced vibration mechanisms that involve unsteady shear layer oscillations

scale with dynamic pressure at constant Mach number. For power uprate in boiling water

reactor (BWR) plants, system pressures do not change, and increased power is achieved

by increasing steam flow velocity in the system. This increase in velocity results in an

increase in both the Mach number and dynamic pressure, which scales with the velocity

and velocity squared, respectively.

A simple but relevant example illustrates the difficulty in estimating the fluctuating

pressures in a complex system. Figure 2-1 illustrates the scaling of the unsteady pressure

due to flow over a dead-ended branch line. Data from [4] suggests that the root mean

square pressure scales with the dynamic pressure q =1/2 pU2 at constant Mach number

(U/a), where

U is the flow velocity over the branch line

p is the fluid density

a is the acoustic speed in the fluid

L is the branch line length

d is the branch line diameter

This scaling can be directly obtained from a scaling analysis. From Figure 2-1, it is

apparent that only when ad/4LU = 0.44 do the pressure fluctuations scale as U2 . For

sufficiently low and high velocities, pressure fluctuations disappear.

In a system with many junctions and branch lines of various lengths and diameters, it

is clear that a simple "back of the envelope" analysis is not achievable to estimate the

unsteady loads as a function of reactor power. For this reason, a methodology is

2
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developed that uses measured in-plant data to infer unsteady loading on the dryer (or any

internal component) as a function of reactor power.

Branch Line Scaling with q
U

P/q

os' (b)inc

0.4 - r/d
0O.3
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Confirms that oscillation pressure scale with q=1 PU2 iU=const.

Figure 2-1 Oscillation in a stagnant branch line.
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3. Methodology Formulation
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VI - Venturi InstrumentatIon
TI - Turbine Instrumentation

Figure 3-1 Piping geometry used In the acoustic circuit analysis for Quad Cities Unit 2 (QC2).
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It is desired to develop an analysis where the pressure field is computed correctly to

the order of the Mach number, which is common for hydrodynamic analysis. The

hydrodynamic pressure field is typically of the order of Mach number squared. In the

steam dome where the Mach number is small, the convective wave equation reduces to

the standard wave equation:

1 2 L _V P=0O

a2 at2

In the steam lines where the flow is essentially one-dimensional, the pressure satisfies the

following:

I D 2 P _a =
a2 Dt2  aX2

D .a a
where -=-+ U-, and U is the velocity in the main steam line.

DtAt ax

Source region II is well known and exists when a shear flow passes over a dead

ended branch line [4, 5]. It is well established that if the velocity over the branch line is

U = 0.55 da/L, the branch line is excited at the quarter standing acoustic wave in the

branch line (also referred to as the first organ pipe mode). Acoustic oscillations exist at a

frequency of a/4L and radiate into the flowing system. This mechanism is postulated to

occur at the turbine equalizer lines located upstream of the control valves.

t This acoustic excitation mechanism exists in other physical systems, most notably a children's toy
consisting of a corrugated tube approximately 3 feet in length and open on both ends. When spun while
holding one end, the tube "sings" at a fixed tone corresponding to the 1/4 standing wave frequency of the
tube. The acoustic forcing is supplied by unsteady vortex shedding from the lip of the tube, which
periodically perturbs the vena contracta and corresponding head loss of the air entering the tube.

7
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The latter measurement is converted to an internal pressure, which is used for model

validation. In total, eleven independent measurements are available to deduce the

pressure fluctuations in the steam dome for this specific example. However, although

sources have been assumed at geometric locations, it is not apparent that analyses of test

data would show that some of these sources are in fact negligible.

8
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Figure 3-2 Conceptualization of source regions.
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4. Component Models

In this section, models used to represent the dynamics of specific component in the

steam supply system are described.

4.1 Steam Dome

A cross-section of the steam dome and steam dryer is shown in Figure 4-1 (a

schematic top view of the steam dryer is shown in Figure 6.2). Dimensions

corresponding the QC2 example, as verified in [6], are also indicated. The unsteady

pressure field is determined by periodic solution of the wave equation, since Mach

numbers in the steam dome are less than 0.1. Assuming harmonic time dependence, the

wave equation reduces to the Helmholtz equation:

V 2 p+- p=0
a2

where P is pressure, w is frequency, and a is acoustic speed. The complex three-

dimensional geometry of the steam dome is rendered onto a uniformly-spaced rectangular

grid with mesh spacing of three inches. The solution for the pressure P is obtained for

each grid point within the steam dome.

The Helmholtz equation is solved for incremental frequencies from 0 to 200 Hz,

subject to the boundary conditions:

dP 0

dn

normal to all solid surfaces (i.e., the steam dome wall and interior and exterior surfaces of

the dryer), and:

10
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Test canonical problems have recovered exact

solutions. A representative solution at 50 Hz is shown on Figure 4-2.

..1

R

vtlI' aI b, b a , b T I_,_ _

I ., * I -. l Ia - I

i

CI c d c d c d

k

4 te f I g

-L. Nominal
e Water level

I

Figure 4-1 Cross-sectional description of the steam dome and dryer, with the
verified QC2 dimensions of a = 6.0 in, b = 28.5 in, c = 15.5 in, d = 19.0
in, e = 16.25 in, f = 75.0 in, g = 137.0 in, h = 23.0 in, i = 88.5 in, j =
166.63 in, k = 120.0 in, and R = 125.5 in.
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Figure 4-2 Cross-sectional solution (180 degree azimuth) of the Helmholtz
equation at 50 Hz. The right side of the figure is the midpoint
between the A and B main steam vent lines, while the left side is the
midpoint between the C and D main vent lines. Unit forcing is
applied on the A main vent. Portions of the steam dryer are only seen
in outline.

4.2 Main Steam Lines
The Helmholtz solution within the steam dome is coupled to an acoustic circuit

solution in the main steam lines. Pressure fluctuations in single-phase compressible

medium, where acoustic wavelengths are long compared to characteristic length scales

for the internal components and to transverse dimensions (i.e., directions perpendicular to

the primary flow directions), can be determined through application of the acoustic

12
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circuit methodology. By restricting the analysis to frequencies below 200 Hz, acoustic

wavelengths are approximately 8 feet in length, which are sufficiently long compared to

most components of interest such as branch junctions, etc.

Acoustic circuit analysis separates the main steam lines into elements that are

characterized by length L, cross-sectional area A, mean fluid density p, mean flow

velocity U, and mean fluid acoustic speed a, as illustrated in Figure 4-3. Application of

acoustic circuit methodology provides solutions for the fluctuating pressure Pn and

velocity it for the nth element of the form:

P = [Ane iInkn +Bneik2nXn.| Iei

'tF"' e [ ifl'n + ** * neg ik2.X. eiet
-2 . k2

where harmonic time dependence of the form em has been assumed. The wave numbers

kin and k2n are the two complex roots of the equation:

kn 2+fn D + ( U kn)- 2 +fnkn)2 =0

where fn is the pipe friction factor for the nth element, Dn is the hydraulic diameter for

the nth element, and i = .TI. The complex constants An and Bn in the expressions for

the fluctuating pressure and velocity above are a function of frequency. These constants

are determined by satisfying continuity of pressure and mass conservation at the element

junctions.

A similar acoustic circuit analysis is used in the instrument lines to transfer the

pressure recorded at the transducer to the main steam line. This analysis is summarized

in the Appendix.

13
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A - element cross-sectional area

I. .1I - L I

Figure 4-3 Schematic of an element in the acoustic circuit analysis, with length L
and cross-sectional area A.

4.3 Steam Dome/Main Steam Line Junction

14
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4.4 Branch Line Junction

15
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4.6 Control Valves

Control valves are located before the inlets to the steam turbine and represent the end

of the modeled system. Control valves, which are typically open 40%, are modeled with

the assumption that downstream acoustic disturbances do not propagate upstream through

the valve. This assumption is approximate and becomes more valid as the pressure drop

across the valve is increased.

Figure 4-4 Schematic illustrating geometry of control valve analysis.

16
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5. Model Assembly

The assembly of the loads transfer methodology is illustrated below in Figure 5-1.

. .1

Figure 5-1 Schematic of the assembled model for a D-ring plant showing source
locations and locations of measured data.

17
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In-plant data have been obtained as a function of power level. At a given power

level, pressure time histories are available at the following locations:

NI IA(t) - at the reactor wall at 450 azimuth

NI 1B(t) - at the reactor wall at 225° azimuth

VA(t) - on the main steam line at venturi A

VB(t) - on the main steam line at venturi B

VC(t) - on the main steam line at venturi C

VD(t) - on the main steam line at venturi D

TA(t) - on the main steam line at turbine instrument line A

TB(t) - on the main steam line at turbine instrument line B

TC(t) - on the main steam line at turbine instrument line C

TD(t) - on the main steam line at turbine instrument line D

SB(t) - hoop stress converted to steam line pressure upstream of the line B ERVs

In total, eleven independent data sets are available. The model in Figure 5-1 has twelve

unknown sources, which are:

18
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Figure 5-2 Idealization of flow field entering steam lines.

20
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6. EPU Loads for Quad Cities Unit 2 (Example
Calculation)

This section summarizes results from example calculations using the loads transfer

methodology. The example uses measured data from the Quad Cities Unit 2 (QC2)
.,

steam supply system during extended power uprate (EPU) operation.

6.1 Dryer Peak Pressures
Calculations have been performed using measured EPU data

Peak pressures and root mean square (RMS) pressure levels are predicted

at different dryer locations (node numbers) in Figure 6-1. Physical node locations are

shown in Figure 6-2.

6.2 Dryer Time History

The differential pressure and associated power spectral density (PSD) across the

cover plate is shown in Figure 6-3. In principle, the model can predict the pressure time

history at any location in the steam dome to a resolution of approximately three inches.

Examination of the pressure spectrum (PSD) indicates that energy exists at discrete

frequencies in the pressure time history.

6.3 Validation

As discussed previously, the strain gauge data SB(t) on the B line upstream of the

ERVs has not been used in the analysis to provide a separate dataset for model validation.

The estimated pressure in the main steam line from strain gage data is shown in Figure

21
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6-4 with its associated PSD. Several calculations were performed varying the bulk

acoustic speeds in the instrument lines, and the results of these calculations are shown in

Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6, providing predictions of the pressure at this location for bulk

instrument line acoustic speeds of 4600 ft/sec and 4700 ft/sec, respectively. Referring to

Figure 6-7 below, these acoustic speeds correspond to bulk instrument line water

temperatures of 348.30F and 326.1°F, respectively.

A comparison of data from Figure 6-4 with model predictions is tabulated below.

Comparison of the PSDs shows similar frequency content between measured and

predicted pressures.

Peak Pressure (psid) Prms (psid)

SB 11.44 - 2.80

Prediction

4600 ft/sec 11.41 2.80

Prediction

4700 fl/sec 11.82 2.79

6.4 Model Uncertainty

The loads transfer methodology to determine the pressure fluctuation magnitudes on

the reactor walls or in the main steam lines is undergoing additional validation using a

separate full-scale test program. Once this validation program is complete, the measured

pressure data will be subject to uncertainty, associated with instrumentation measurement

accuracy and the assumed acoustic speed in the instrument lines.

22
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TOP VIEW:

2,3

Pressure data
locations

MSL B 900 MSL A

SIDE VIEW:
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2 132

Figure 6-2 Top and side view schematic of pressure node locations on the steam
dryer.
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EPU Load on the Cover Plate
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Figure 6-3 EPU pressure time history and PSD on the cover plate on the A and B
main vent side.
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Strain Gage Data for EPU Conditions
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Strain Gage Prediction for EPU Conditions
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Strain Gage Prediction for EPU Conditions
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7. Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of the peak loads on the dryer to the acoustic speed can be determined

from the computed dryer loads at two bulk instrument line acoustic speeds. This

sensitivity (8P/8a) is shown in Figure 7-1 at an instrument line bulk acoustic speed of

4700 fl/sec. For the predicted load to have an accuracy of 10%, the bulk acoustic speed

must be known to within 500 ft/sec.

The sensitivity to instrument measurement error can also be evaluated. This

evaluation is required since the pressure fluctuations measured on the reference leg

transducers are near the resolution limits of at least one transducer. Calculations were

run by increasing the water level transducers by 20%. The changes in the predicted peak

pressures on the dryer are shown in Figure 7-2. It is apparent that the dryer load

definition uncertainty benefits from water level measurements with improved accuracy.
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Figure 7-1 Sensitivity of the dryer loads to change in acoustic speed.
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8. Conclusions

A physically-based, loads transfer methodology that can predict loads on reactor

components from measurements made external to the reactor steam dome has been

developed and validated. The model accounts for acoustic sources at locations along the

steam delivery system that are known to provide a region where mean flow energy can be

transferred in acoustic pressure oscillations. Accuracy of the model-based loads transfer

scheme is most likely limited by in-plant pressure measurement accuracy, and these

errors are therefore quantifiable. Following validation of instrument correction

algorithms, not discussed in this report, the methodology should reliably provide

definition of plant-unique dryer loads.
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Background

Continuum Dynamics (CDI) developed an acoustic circuit (AC) analysis of the steam
lines and a three dimensional acoustic model of the vessel steam space to help define
Dresden and Quad Cities dryer loads. The original acoustic circuit model was based on
the current Quad Cities dryer dimensions and test data gathered from QC2 and
verification was limited to the instrument line mockup performed at the CDI facility. A
benchmark was developed to validate the CDI model using results from the GE scale
model facility testing. This paper was generated to document the validation results and to
identify any inconsistencies between the acoustic circuit and the GE scale model test
(SMT).

Benchmark Approach

To perform the benchmark, GE provided scale model test as-built dimensions to CDI and
CDI provided GE with the acceptable scale model steam path microphone locations. CDI
was then provided with measured data from transducers on the GE scale model steam
line to acoustically predict the pressure fluctuation response of transducers placed inside
the scale model test vessel. The scale model test parameters are as follows:

Physical scale of the model 1 to 17.3
Frequency Scale of QCI actual to SMT I to 12.13
Pressure Scale of QCI to SMT 65 to 1
QOLTP As Scaled 165 CFM
QEPU As Scaled 197 CFM
Sampling Rate 8192 Hz
Blind Sample Points M9 and M21
Flow rate for the Benchmark 270 CFM
Test Data Between 70 and 73 Seconds

Data from two microphones was withheld as a blind sample to compare the predicted
values from the acoustic model to the actual values from the scale model microphones.
The locations of the two microphone withheld (M9 and M21) are shown on Figure 1.
Microphones 9 and 21 are located at the same spot on the vertical hood on opposite ends
(90 and 270 degrees) of the dryer.

CDI performed the benchmark twice. The first benchmark showed reasonable results but
it was identified that the annulus between the dryer skirt and the vessel wall had been
modeled as an air gap open to the volume below it. This configuration does not correlate
to the SMT, which has this annulus sealed off. To explore the sensitivity of the results to
this modeling assumption, CDI performed a second benchmark case, which closed the
lower annulus boundary. The CDI analyses were performed to ensure converged
solutions were obtained to a minimum of 2426 Hertz subscale test frequency,
corresponding to 200 hertz for the actual plant data.
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90 deg VIEW

Figure 1 - Microphone Locations on Dryer Model
Microphone location 9 in top drawing (90 degree view)

Microphone location 21 in bottom drawing (270 degree view)
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Benchmark Data/Results

The original data provided to Exelon by CDI contained data that did not converge above
2426 hertz due to time constraints in running the acoustic model. Therefore, a Fast
Fourier filtering process was applied to both the test data and the CDI predicted data to
ensure appropriate comparisons could be made. This allowed a comparison based only on
the converged solutions.

In addition, Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of the measured data was performed for each
of the benchmarks to confirm the pressure loads above 2426 hertz were insignificant.
The raw data results for both benchmark tests at each blind test location are shown in
Appendix A.

Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots were computed for the filtered test data as well as
each computed point and are provided in Appendix B. These allow additional checks of
frequency dependent behavior and identify any random vibration. The typical units used
in the PSD plots are acceleration (amplitude is the square of the root-mean-square
divided by frequency (RMS2 /Hz)) on the vertical scale and frequency (Hz) on the
horizontal scale.

A comparison of the filtered SMT and CDI predicted data for the two benchmark tests at
each blind test location and data results are provided below.
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Comparison of Results for Data Point M9:

First Benchmark (No Annular Seal in CDI Model) - Data Point M9:

Raw Data M9

mean(zf) = 0

Stdev(zo) = 17.31453

ma)(zf) = 59.64194

mir(zf) = -64.09427

CDI Predicted Data M9

mean(zfl) = 0

Stdev(zfl) = 19.88286

mazfl) = 67.62408

mir(zfl) = -80.88236

Plot of Filter SMT data (Red) compared to CDI predicted data (Blue) -
First Benchmark Data Point M9

100

50

zf

zfl 1
0

-50

-100 L-

70 70.5 71 71.5 72 72.5

ti

73

Figure 2 - First Benchmark - M9
Comparison in the time domain

Plot of filter SMT data (red) compared to CDI predicted (blue)
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Plot of Filter SMT data (Red) compared to CDI predicted data (Blue) -
First Benchmark Data Point M9

5

4

cfl

1cnli

3

2

.I

0
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

freq(i)

Figure 3 - First Benchmark - M9
Comparison in the frequency domain

Plot of filter SMT data (red) compared to CDI predicted (blue)
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Second Benchmark (With Annular Seal in CDI Model) - Data Point M9:

SMT Filter data Point M9 CDI Predicted Data Point M9

mean(zf) = 0

Stdev(zf = 17.31453

ma(zf = 59.64194

mirzo = -64.09427

Plot of Filter

mean(zfl) =-1.38005x 10 15

Stdev(zfl) = 27.6108

matzfl) = 108.71954

mir(zfl) = -11 1.37362

SMT data (Red) compared to CDI predicted data (Blue) -

Second Benchmark Data Point M9

150 l l l l

100 _-
I I I'Ii

50

zf1

. zfl;
0

-50

-100

-150 0
70.5 71 71.5 72 72.5 73

ti

Figure' 4 - Second Benchmark - M9
Comparison in the time domain

Plot of filter SMT data (red) compared to CDI predicted (blue)
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Plot of Filter SMT data (Red) compared to CDI predicted data (Blue) -
Second Benchmark Data Point M9

6
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cf,

Icfl
2

0
0 500 1000 1500 2000

freq(i)
2500

Figure 5 - Second Benchmark - M9
Comparison in the frequency domain

Plot of filter SMT data (red) compared to CDI predicted (blue)
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Comparison of Results for Data Point 21:

First Benchmark (No Annular Seal in CDI Model)- Data Point M21:

Raw Data M21

mean(zf) = 3.70093x 10 15

Stdev(zf) = 22.06467

ma,(zf) = 71.23197

mir(zf) =-86.15166

CDI Predicted Data M21

mean(zfl) = 1.46813x 10 15

Stdev(zfl) = 20.146

ma)(zfl) = 70.63575

mir(zfl) =-81.85192

Plot of Filter SMT data (Red) compared to CDI predicted data (Blue) -
First Benchmark Data Point M21

100

50

I .I I I I

Ili? I i .
1 I I

zf1

zfl 1
0

150 .ll

100
70 70.5 71 71.5 72 72.5 73

ti

Figure 6 - First Benchmark - M21
Comparison in the time domain

Plot of filter SMT data (red) compared to CDI predicted (blue)
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Plot of Filter SMT data (Red) compared to CDI predicted data (Blue) -
, 1 First Benchmark Data Point M21

8
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cfli
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2

0

b~ka ~ ~ zt~ IL.
-- . - ..

500 1000 1500

freq(i)
2000 2500

Figure 7 - First Benchmark- M21
Comparison in the frequency domain

Plot of filter SMT data (red) compared to CDI predicted data (blue)
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Second Benchmark (With annular seal in CDI model)-Data Point M21:

Raw Data M2 1

mean(zf = 3.70093x 16-15

Stdev(zo = 22.06467

ma,(zl) = 71.23197

mirzf) =-86.15166

CDI Predicted Data M2 1

mean(zfl) = 0

Stdev(zfl) = 27.93405

ma,(zfl) = 102.66728

mir(zfl) = -138.68934

Plot of Filter SMT data (Red) compared to CDI predicted data (Blue) -
Second Benchmark Data Point M21

200

100

I I I I I

i . I i. S L L j. .1 ;.LL L IA lI, 1 A
zf i

zf1 i
.0

-100

-200

II
I

.i I I I

70 70.5 71 71.5 72 72.5 73

ti

Figure 8 - Second Benchmark - M21
Comparison in the time domain

Plot of filter SMT data (red) compared to CDI predicted (blue)
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Plot of Filter SMT data (Red) compared to CDI predicted data (Blue) -
Second Benchmark Data Point M21
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Figure 9 - Second Benchmark - M21
Comparison in the frequency domain

Plot of filter SMT data (red) compared to CDI predicted (blue)
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Benchmark Conclusion

The benchmark comparisons provide a number of conclusions:

1) The CDI model shows very good fidelity to the test data, following the trends
well as shown in the time history information. It is apparent from the Power
Spectral Density plots that the acoustic circuit model has a strong 1500 Hz
component (124 Hz scaled), which is also found in the GE scale model test
results.

2) The CDI model tends to be conservative relative to the test data, but not
unreasonably so.

3) The differences in results of the first and second models are relatively small. The
first model appears to yield results more closely matching the test data, while the
second model is more conservative.

These conclusions support the overall conclusion that CDI acoustic methodology is
capable of accurately representing acoustic phenomena in the reactor vessel steam path,
both in terms of the absolute pressure magnitudes as well as the spatial relationships. This
test comparison provides a good benchmark of the methodology.
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Appendix A

SMT Raw Data Results: Test data point M9

mean(Data 1)) = -0.50679 mean value

stdev(DataW')) = 17.52929 standard deviation

mafData I ) = 64.12854 maximum

mi4tData l = -66.38837 minimum

Plot of original data M9
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Plot of the magnitude of the fourier coefficients as a function of frequency M9
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Appendix A

SMT Raw Data Results: Test data point M21

mean(Data(3)) =-0.35653 mean value

stdev (Data'3)) = 22.19756 standard deviation

ma/Data 3)) = 70.05 maximum

min(Data (3) = -88.03337 minimum

Plot of original data of SMT Raw Data M21
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Plot of the magnitude of the fourier coefficients as a function of frequency SMT Raw Data M21
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Appendix B

Power Spectral Density Plots of Filtered Test and Computed Data
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First Case Computation point M9
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Second Case Computation point M9
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Test data point M21
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First Case Computation point M21
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Second Case Computation point M21
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